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Scope of Review

Executive Summary

New York Racing Association, Inc.
Capital Program Operations And Selected 
Contract Award Practices

The New York Racing Association, Inc. (NYRA), is a private stock corporation
organized in 1955 as a non-profit racing association under Section 202 of the
N.Y. Racing, Pari-Mutuel Wagering and Breeding Law (Racing Law).  NYRA
owns and operates Belmont Park Racetrack in Elmont, Nassau County,
Aqueduct Racetrack in Queens, and Saratoga Race Course in Saratoga Springs.
In addition to the three tracks, NYRA’s chief assets are two franchises, which
permit NYRA to run thoroughbred horse races in the State and to conduct pari-
mutuel wagering on those races.  As a result of the 1997 Summer Legislative
session the franchises have been extended December 31, 2007.  At that time,
unless the franchises are extended, track ownership will revert to the State.
NYRA’s major contribution to the State’s economy is the parimutuel tax,
which totaled $19 million in 1996.  NYRA is also required to pay the first
$1.85 million of its annual net operating profit to the New York State
Thoroughbred Racing Capital Investment Fund (CIF), a public benefit
corporation created in 1983 to finance capital improvements at NYRA tracks.
NYRA must pay any remaining net profit to the State in the form of a
franchise fee. 

In 1995, the State legislature reduced the parimutuel tax leaving NYRA with
a greater percentage of its gross revenue to expend on capital improvements
without getting financing from CIF.  NYRA has not sought CIF approval for
any capital projects begun since that time, nor has CIF taken an active role in
monitoring such projects.  In 1996, CIF officials indicated to the NYS Racing
and Wagering Board, the State’s racing oversight agency that they believed
NYRA’s contract award practices for its self-financed projects were inappropri-
ate,  that questionable contract revisions had resulted in significant cost
increases and that payments had been made to vendors without substantiating
that contract work had been done.  Shortly thereafter, these concerns were
relayed to the Attorney General who in turn asked the State Comptroller to
review NYRA’s capital program operations and contract award practices
to assist his staff in following up on CIF’s allegations.

Our joint review of NYRA’s capital program operations and selected
contract award practices for the period January 1, 1993 through May 31,
1997 addressed the following questions:

! Does NYRA ensure that its capital projects are necessary, properly
planned and adequately monitored while they are in progress?



Review
Observations and
Conclusions

! Does NYRA award contracts to qualified vendors in an open and
competitive manner?  

 

Our joint review found that NYRA’s management has undertaken projects that
were not properly planned and has not properly monitored its capital projects,
both to ensure they are progressing as expected and that contractors are paid
only for work they have done.  We also found that NYRA does not always
comply with its own competitive bidding procedures, and has made some
contract awards that could have been the result of favoritism.  In addition,
NYRA has not maintained documentation to show that its self-financed
projects are necessary.

The Racing Law requires NYRA to operate in a “sound, economical, efficient
and effective manner so as to produce a reasonable revenue for the support of
government.”  Yet NYRA’s improperly managed capital program and
questionable contract award process may have resulted in unnecessary
expenditure of program funds, potentially less franchise revenue for the State
and a lack of assurance about the quality of NYRA’s capital projects.  We
believe these problems can be linked directly to an inadequate internal control
environment.  Control environment is the atmosphere created by the people of
an organization.  It has a pervasive influence on all kinds of decisions and
activities - from executive actions to staff performance.  Control environment
is influenced by the “tone at the top,” and by management’s support for
internal control.  In our opinion, NYRA’s Chairman and Facility Managers,
through their actions in contacts with bidders and in influencing the contract
award process, have sent a message that in NYRA, getting the job done
quickly regardless of what that requires is most important.  Senior manage-
ment’s focus on quick results did not place appropriate emphasis on following
the rules and specific processes which were designed to ensure an effective
internal control system.  We recommend that NYRA management recommit
themselves to, and demonstrate the importance of, a good internal control
system. (See pp. 5-7)

NYRA’s  CIF-financed capital project plans are required to include a
description and location of each project, its justification, and corresponding
cost estimates.  However, NYRA has not established formal written guidelines
to govern its capital project planning process.  We reviewed a sample of 18
capital projects to determine whether project justifications, detailed job
specifications and in-house cost estimates had been prepared. In all 18 cases,
we found that projects were missing either one or more of the items we were
looking for.  Several of these projects had significant cost overruns and
improper project specifications submitted by vendors.  In one project, NYRA
agreed to accept specifications for “windload” for the Belmont glass enclosure
(window/wall) that reportedly did not conform to State code. One industry
source, a glazier with 39 years of experience, told us that he believed using
these specifications would be potentially disastrous if not corrected prior to
project completion.   (See pp. 9-15)



Response of NYRA
Officials

Competitive bidding is a common purchasing tool used by NYRA, as well as
both government and private concerns, to secure necessary services and
products from outside vendors.  The reasons for any deviation from standard
bidding procedures should be documented to avoid the appearance of awarding
contracts to favored vendors.  We reviewed NYRA’s compliance with its
established contract award policies and procedures for a sample of 29 contract
files, totaling more than $3.7 million, which relate to the 18 capital improve-
ment projects noted above.  We found that 9 of the 29 contracts reviewed,
totaling $750,437, were not awarded using competitive bidding, and those
contract files contained no justification for departing from NYRA policy.  (See
pp. 17-25)

We also found several contracts where bids were solicited, but the awards were
questionable based on available information.  Our most significant example of
this is the award made to the contractor for the Belmont glass window/wall.
This contractor did not legally exist at the time of contract award, had no
relevant experience in glazing work and is alleged to have ties to organized
crime.  NYRA also made advance payments to this contractor - a practice that
did not conform to its standard policy - of $522,600, or more than half the
total  contract award of $968,000.  NYRA officials have no documentation
indicating that they monitored progress on this project.  Completion of this
project had been put on hold pending the completion of the Attorney General’s
investigation and CIF’s approval of the project specifications.  (See pp. 27-32)

NYRA officials agreed with seven of our eight recommendations and advised
us that they have implemented processes to document their compliance with
established rules and regulations.  However, they disagree with some of the
analyses and conclusions made by our respective staffs.  They further state that
NYRA has taken an aggressive stance on compliance and governance in all of
its business dealings.
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Background

Introduction

The New York Racing Association, Inc. (NYRA) is a private stock
corporation organized in 1955 as a non-profit racing association under
Section 202 of the N.Y. Racing, Pari-Mutuel Wagering and Breeding Law
(Racing Law).  NYRA owns and operates the following race tracks in New
York State:  Belmont Park Racetrack in Elmont, Nassau County; Aqueduct
Racetrack, located in Queens; and Saratoga Race Course located in Saratoga
Springs.

In addition to the three tracks, NYRA’s chief assets are two separate
franchises originally granted to it in 1955 by the State of New York Racing
and Wagering Board (Racing and Wagering) and extended several times
since.  One franchise permits NYRA to run thoroughbred horse races in the
State, and the second allows NYRA to conduct pari-mutuel wagering on
those races.  Gambling on such horse racing that is not done through NYRA
or at Off Track Betting (OTB) is illegal.  Thus, NYRA’s twin franchises are
valuable and unique.  The franchises have recently extended by the State
Legislature until  December 31, 2007.  At that time, unless the franchises
are further extended, track ownership will revert to the State.

In 1983, the State Legislature enacted Article 2A of the Racing Law to
create the New York State Thoroughbred Racing Capital Investment Fund
(CIF), a public benefit corporation. Under Article 2A, CIF receives certain
monies from the gross receipts at NYRA tracks, and is to use these monies
exclusively to extend credit to NYRA for the enhancement of track
facilities.  The purpose of such loans is to enhance the long term viability
of NYRA’s tracks as well as the State’s thoroughbred horse racing industry.
As of December 31, 1996, CIF had loaned NYRA over $60 million for
such projects, of which approximately $55 million remains outstanding. We
note that during that during the early 1990s, NYRA remitted more than $50
million directly to the State as a result of two Aqueduct land sales.  
NYRA is noted by the State Legislature as having made a significant
contribution to the State’s economy.  Although not a governmental agency,
public authority or political entity, a State Court has ruled that NYRA has
a “symbiotic relationship” with the State, such that NYRA’s acts may be
imputed to the State.  Further, Racing Law requires NYRA to operate in “a
sound, economical, efficient, and effective manner so as to produce a
reasonable revenue for the support of government.” 

NYRA’s major direct contribution to the State’s economy is the parimutuel
tax.  In 1996, the parimutuel tax totaled $19 million.  NYRA is also
required to pay the first $1.85 million of its annual net operating profit to
CIF to help finance capital improvements at all three NYRA tracks.  Any
remaining net profit is to be paid to the State in the form of a franchise
fee.  In 1990, NYRA paid the State a franchise fee of $800,000.  NYRA
also remitted to the State over $50 million from two separate Aqueduct land
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Scope, Objectives
and Methodology

sales which occurred during the early 1990s.  However, since NYRA
reported net operating losses in calendar years 1991 through 1995, it did
not pay any annual franchise fees to the State or make payments to CIF
until March 1997. According to NYRA, these operating losses were a result
of decreased track attendance, a loss of the nationwide market share for
simulcast outlets, and a deterioration in the quality of NYRA’s racing
product.

In 1995, the State legislature reduced the parimutuel tax, enabling NYRA
to retain a greater percentage of its gross revenue to expend on capital
improvements without the need to seek financing from CIF.  The change in
law did not, by its terms, affect CIF’s viability.  However, NYRA officials
have not sought CIF approval for any capital projects begun since that time,
nor has CIF taken an active role in monitoring these projects.  In light of
the 1995 statutory changes, NYRA’s position is that it is not legally
required to consult CIF on NYRA-financed capital projects.  In fact, at
some point in this process, NYRA proposed legislation to do away with CIF
altogether in view of the self-financing aspects of the 1995 statutory
changes.  On the other hand, CIF’s Chairman contends that CIF has
inappropriately been taken out of the process, because the legislative changes
did not amend CIF’s oversight authority as it pertains to NYRA’s capital
program.  He noted that CIF’s Executive Director periodically reviews the
status of ongoing NYRA projects, but without much cooperation from
NYRA.  

In May 1996, CIF officials conveyed several of their concerns regarding
NYRA’s management of capital projects and other activities they had
observed since 1995 to the NYS Racing and Wagering Board, the State’s
racing oversight agency.  Their concerns included aspects of NYRA’s
contract award practices, the existence of project revisions that resulted in
significant added contract costs and payments made to vendors for
unsubstantiated work.  CIF’s concerns were then relayed to the NYS
Attorney General, who in turn asked the Office of the State Comptroller
(OSC) to review NYRA’s capital program operations and contract award
practices in conjunction with his staff’s investigation of CIF’s allegations.
NYRA officials believe that CIF breached its fiduciary responsibility to
NYRA by conveying its concerns to oversight agencies prior to discussing
them with NYRA.  They further state that withholding such information
could damage the interests of the State if not acted on. The following
sections describe in detail the results of our combined work.

We reviewed selected financial management and administrative practices of
NYRA’s capital program operations for capital projects initiated, or still in
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Officials

process, during the period January 1, 1993 to May 31, 1997.  The
objectives of our review were to determine whether NYRA management
ensures that NYRA capital projects are necessary, properly planned and
adequately monitored while they are in progress, and that NYRA awards
contracts to qualified vendors in an open and competitive manner.  To
accomplish these objectives, the Comptroller’s audit staff reviewed selected
NYRA procurement and contract files, including bidder lists, purchase orders
and project expenditure records.  The auditors also interviewed NYRA and
CIF officials, as well as selected vendor representatives.  The Attorney
General’s investigative staff reviewed similar records, as well as information
provided by selected vendor representatives not available at NYRA.  In
addition, investigators interviewed selected NYRA and vendor representa-
tives in greater detail regarding the three projects referred by CIF, including
the allegations regarding political contributions.

A draft copy of the matters contained in this report was provided to NYRA
officials for their review and comment. Their comments have been
considered in preparing this report and are included in their entirety as
Appendix B.
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Internal Control Environment at NYRA
During this joint review of NYRA’s capital program operations and contract
award practices, we found the following kinds of problems:  project planning
was inadequate and undocumented; contracts were not put out to bid or
were awarded to contractors under questionable circumstances; costly
contract revisions were made without documentation of why they were
necessary; and at least one contractor was overpaid based on the correspond-
ing amount  of work that was performed.  Upon further investigation of
three specific contracts, we found apparent favoritism in awarding contracts,
failure to monitor contractor performance and abuse of discretion in deciding
how and why to change contract terms.  These related problems may have
resulted in unnecessary expenditures of capital program funds - and thus,
potentially less franchise revenue for the State - as well as a lack of
assurance about the quality of NYRA’s capital program projects.

How could this range of problems exist in an entity required to operate in
a “sound, economical, efficient and effective manner so as to produce a
reasonable revenue for the support of government?”  We believe the answer
lies in NYRA’s inadequate internal control environment.  Control environ-
ment is the atmosphere created by the people of an organization.  It is
influenced by management’s integrity, ethical values, philosophy, operating
style and support for internal controls. Control environment has a pervasive
influence on all the decisions and activities of an organization, and on the
control-consciousness of its people. Control environment is not an accounting
or auditing abstraction; it is a real-world influence that affects day-to-day
operating results, from the executive level in the attitudes of decision-
makers, to operations in the way staff perform duties.  When senior officials
demonstrate and emphasize the importance of internal controls, this “tone at
the top” will be reflected throughout the organization.

When Kenneth Noe, Chairman of NYRA, assumed that position in
November 1994, he stated that he wanted to repair and rebuild NYRA’s
three racetracks.  He and John Olin, Facility Manager at Belmont and
Aqueduct, believed that NYRA had to make a significant investment in the
physical plant at these sites to continue to attract the public and to correct
potential health and safety hazards.  He also cites the condition of the three
physical plants which reflected years of deferred maintenance. The Chairman
asserts that “time was of the essence” in making such improvements and his
newly appointed administrative team took immediate action to rebuild the
quality of NYRA’s racing product, seek legislative change affecting takeout,
taxation and fees, as well as refurbish and update (NYRA) facilities.  He
believes that the results of these actions have been very positive and speak
for themselves.  We do not question the need to maintain facilities at the
race tracks.  However, when a senior executive demands quick results, and
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conveys and demonstrates a “whatever it takes” attitude, that message can
be interpreted by people throughout the organization to mean that getting
the job done quickly is most important; and that ignoring or circumvent-
ing the rules and specific internal control processes is okay.  

The Chairman’s actions in one instance dealing with Mr. and Mrs. Ajar-
Vincenzini, principals of Video Projects, Inc., illustrates the kind of
behavior by senior management that contributes to an inadequate control
environment.  Mrs. Ajar-Vincenzini accused the Chairman of improperly
soliciting a political contribution during a NYRA contract bid process.
The Attorney General’s staff investigated this complaint, after Video
Projects, Inc. had already brought suit against NYRA regarding this
contract award. 

Video Projects had, for many years, held the contract to provide TV
simulcast services for NYRA.  When the contract was finally bid, it was
awarded to Teleview, another contractor.  While on contract extension,
and just prior to the bidding process, the Chairman solicited a political
contribution from Mrs. Ajar-Vincenzini, through one of her employees,
to support someone who he said would be “good for racing.”  Mrs. Ajar-
Vincenzini stated that she ended up paying $1,000 for a ticket to a fund-
raising dinner.  She said that she felt pressured to make this contribution,
since her company was hoping to renew this valuable contract at that
time and she wanted to stay on good terms with the Chairman of NYRA.

During our investigation, the Chairman admitted soliciting the contribu-
tion, and acknowledged that he asked everyone at Belmont to help
support this candidate.  He also claims that the time frame between
contract award and solicitation of said contribution (11 months), as well
as the contract being awarded to another vendor proves there was no
impropriety in his actions, and disputes any influence of favoritism. 
However, asking potential or actual bidders for contributions is certainly
not a prudent course for NYRA’s top executive to follow because it
demonstrates an insensitivity to appearances of impropriety.  It also sends
the wrong kind of message to others in the organization. 

NYRA’s awarding and management of an asphalt paving contract (Tully
Construction) and of Belmont’s “window/wall” contract (AVM Construc-
tion) provide other examples of senior management actions that send the
wrong kind of message.  For example, John Olin, the Facility Manager,
inappropriately interfered in the competitive bid process for Belmont’s
“window/wall” by changing the specifications in a contract without
informing all the contract bidders. The result of that change was that the
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price bid by AVM Construction, the successful bidder, was significantly
lower than that bid by other contractors.

It is essential that NYRA implement the recommendations in the
remainder of this report. They address shortcomings in NYRA’s contract
award process and procedures, or suggest actions that should be taken
related to specific contracts.  However, for NYRA to achieve the goal of
these recommendations - a capital program and contract award process
in compliance with the Racing Law and relevant guidelines - senior
management must first improve the internal control environment at
NYRA.

Recommendation

1. Demonstrate, as well as communicate, the expectation that everyone
in the NYRA organization will respect and comply with both
established internal controls and relevant laws and regulations.  
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Background

Project Planning Issues

NYRA’s CIF-financed capital project plans are required by statute to include
a description and location of each project, with corresponding cost estimates,
prior to project approval.  This detail is required to help ensure that NYRA
undertakes only necessary projects and uses the appropriate materials, as
well as to develop a benchmark for potential contractor-bid submissions.
The plans should also explain how the respective capital improvements will
contribute to the enhancement and/or preservation of the long-term viability
of thoroughbred horse racing in New York.  CIF is mandated to review
these plans to ensure that their loan investments meet these criteria.  CIF
then either approves or rejects these plans, or returns them to NYRA for
additional information.

In 1995, the State legislature reduced the parimutuel tax enabling NYRA
to retain a greater percentage of its gross revenue to self-finance its capital
projects.  In essence, this authorization eliminated NYRA’s need to seek
financing - and thus, project approval - from CIF.  NYRA’s Chairman told
us that although NYRA had not established formal written policies and
procedures to govern its capital project planning process for self-financed
projects, during the audit period, the procedural steps that NYRA has taken
in those subsequent projects parallel those used when financing comes from
CIF. 

NYRA officials informed us that, in general, at the inception of any NYRA
capital project, a project request must be prepared, usually by a facility
manager,  to explain the need for the project.  The request, which is
accompanied by a project cost estimate, is then submitted to NYRA’s senior
management for approval.  In certain circumstances, the project is requested
by NYRA’s senior management and a written request may not be prepared.

During a physical tour of NYRA’s three facilities, we visited a total of 78
capital projects that were either in progress as of January 1, 1993 or had
begun since then. We reviewed a judgmental sample of 18 of these capital
projects to determine whether project justifications, detailed job specifica-
tions and in-house cost estimates had been prepared.  We selected the cases
in our sample on the basis of original contract dollar amount, the dollar
amount of contract revisions and the vendors used.  Our sample included
two of the three projects referred to the Attorney General by CIF.  (The
third project referred by CIF was not capital program-related, and is
addressed earlier in the section of our report entitled, “Internal Control
Environment at NYRA.”)  In all 18 cases, we found that projects were
missing either one or more of the required items, as illustrated in the
following table:
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Project Description In-House Project Detailed Job Actual Project
Number Cost Justification Specification Cost To Date

Estimates

B09 Window/Wall $1,500,000 None Yes $522,600.00
Partition

Belmont* Asphalt Paving $700,000 None No $1,001,071.85

506** Simulcast Contract None None No $226,960.25

A02 Main Roof None Yes Yes $336,772.00

A22 Aqueduct Facilities Equip $140,000 None Yes $142,373.35

A15 Addnl. Parking Area None None No $61,496.48
Lights

277** Mutuel Tote Modification None None No $280,697.09

B02 Wash Pad for Barn Area $150,000 None No $155,378.90

B05 Belmont Equip. Facilities None None Yes $210,576.16

473** Upgrade Elec. Distr./Syst. $150,000 None No $156,714.80

520** Mutuel Tote Modification None None No $238,868.80

S02 Main Track Aluminum Rail $195,000 None No $208,571.16

S05 Electrical Distribution Syst. $1,325,000 None Yes $1,438,740.00

S08 Bathroom Renovation $600,000 None No $801,522.41

S12 Barn Rehabilitation $192,000 None No $199,999.18

A23 Print Shop None None No $65,585.28

B13 Trustees Room Renovation $75,000 None No $102,857.08

Belmont Trustees Room Door None None Yes $7,601.51

Total $6,158,386.30

*  No project number assigned 
** Initiated prior to November 1994

One of these projects, known as Belmont’s glass enclosure project (B09), or
the “window/wall,” is an example of a case in which project justification was
missing.   For another project, the asphalt paving project at Belmont, neither
project justification nor detailed job specifications were provided.  There was
also no justification provided for renovations made to Belmont’s “Trustees
Room.”  We discuss the details of the inadequate planning for these projects
below.  
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Belmont’s Glass
Enclosure Project

According to Belmont’s Facility Manager, John Olin,  Kenneth Noe
implemented  many changes when he became NYRA’s Chairman in 1994.
According to the Facility Manager, the Chairman stated in late 1995 that
he wanted the lower level of the grandstand at Belmont Park Racetrack
enclosed by opening day in April 1996.  The Facility Manager said he
knew that time was of the essence and he believed that his job would be
in jeopardy if the project was not completed by opening day.  This project
was eventually awarded to AVM Construction Services, Inc. (AVM).

Mr. Olin stated that he contacted Frank J. Tipaldo, an architect with 30
years of experience who is licensed to practice in New York and New
Jersey.  NYRA previously terminated this architect’s full-time position at
NYRA on February 4, 1995, but NYRA later retained him as a consultant
on a per diem basis.  Since Mr. Tipaldo had worked at Belmont for many
years and was familiar with the physical plant, Mr. Olin asked him to
assemble specifications for a bid request on the enclosure project on an
expedited basis.  

At Mr. Olin’s suggestion, the architect began working with Stanley Nash of
Elmont Glass, a local Nassau County contractor, on or about November 28,
1995.  This contractor had 39 years of experience in making estimates and
constructing  curtain walls similar to the one planned as the Belmont glass
enclosure project.  Mr. Tipaldo also drew up plans for the bid, but refused
to affix his architect's seal.  He explained that, at a per diem rate of
compensation,  NYRA was not paying him as an architect to provide plans
which he would certify with his seal.  The architect stated that this was
understood  and agreed to by Mr. Olin, who had hired him solely to make
up specifications and drawings sufficient to solicit a bid. 

During the period in which he was working with Mr. Tipaldo to come up
with specifications for the enclosure, Mr. Nash contacted several manufactur-
ers of curtain wall materials and “window/wall” systems to inquire what the
appropriate  amount of wind bearing strength was for such a system.
Pittsburgh Metals responded to Mr. Nash that the system as planned would
have to be built to withstand 30 pounds of “windload” per square foot.
However the bid specifications sent out for this contract did not specify the
windload bearing requirement for the glass enclosure.  In fact, the
specification only required 1/2 inch thick tempered glass for the second
floor and 3/8 inch thick tempered glass for the first floor structures.
 
Shortly after AVM won the bid, on or about January 31, 1996, Stanley
Nash of Elmont Glass wrote to Mr. Olin pointing out the importance of the
windload issue for safety. Mr. Nash advised Mr. Olin that Elmont Glass had
created a solution that afforded 30 pounds of windload per square foot
strength which was the factor dictated by the manufacturer of the wall
system Mr. Nash intended to use. Mr. Nash also stated that the construction
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plan of seven pounds of windload per square foot, submitted by John Tara,
AVM’s subcontractor-glazier, would not withstand the appropriate amount
of windload for this particular project and, in fact, posed a danger for an
exterior curtain wall in an area designed to contain a significant number of
people. Although NYRA’s Chairman subsequently informed us that Mr. Olin
has no recollection of being contacted by Mr. Nash.  Mr. Nash reports that
he was informed by a NYRA employee that, since he had lost the bid, he
should stop contacting Mr. Olin. 

The contract with AVM was signed on February 1, 1996 without any
evidence that NYRA had objectively analyzed the windload factor proposed
by Mr. Tara.

On May 8, 1996, Mr. Olin called Mr. Tipaldo and asked him to seal and
sign the drawings he had rendered to be used in soliciting bids. Mr. Tipaldo
states that he refused, on the grounds that after he was terminated from
NYRA, he no longer carried errors and omissions insurance. Further, Mr.
Tipaldo explained that an architect usually signs off and seals drawings only
after specific issues, such as structural, acoustical and lighting questions,
have been reviewed by engineers specifically trained in those areas.  Since
he had intended that the drawings he had prepared would be used for bid
purposes only, Mr. Tipaldo would not sign them.

One of the issues highlighted by Mr. Tipaldo when explaining why he
would not sign the drawings was "windload."  Mr. Tipaldo assumed that a
windload rating of 30 pounds was "generally accepted" and anticipated that
bidders would be in conformity with that standard. He further stated that 30
pounds of windload per square foot is equivalent to withstanding eighty
miles per hour winds.  Mr. Tipaldo unequivocally stated that a windload
rating of seven pounds per square foot was inadequate. Mr. Tipaldo
informed us that he explained to Mr. Olin that windload was an engineering
issue that had to be resolved before any architect would sign off.

CIF questioned NYRA about using the unsigned drawings for the enclosure
project. When CIF requested to see signed shop drawings, NYRA arranged
to obtain such plans. AVM contacted its subcontractor, John Tara, who
subsequently arranged to have an architect draw up plans satisfactory to CIF.
This architect, Mario Pezza, evaluated windload concerns and determined
that the glass enclosure would require a windload bearing capacity of 30
pounds per square foot.  Mr. Olin has advised AVM to replace the glass
with 30 pound per square foot load bearing glass.  However, it appears that
NYRA will have to reimburse AVM for the additional cost of the glass
estimated  by Mr. Olin to be $28,000 because  AVM appears to have
complied with the original contract specifications.
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Belmont’s Asphalt
Paving Project

Trustees Room
Renovation

In another example of inadequate project planning, the asphalt paving project
awarded to Tully Construction at the Belmont racetrack originally entailed
the paving of the racetrack’s parking lot.  Upon seeing the work in progress,
NYRA’s Chairman directed the facility’s manager to extend the paving to
include a large part of the backstretch and racetrack circumference.  The
additional work more than doubled the original contract amount of $480,000
to over $1 million.  Yet the additional square yards of asphalt procured as
a result of the change order amounted to only 39 percent of the original
order resulting in NYRA paying more for less due to restrictive work hours
imposed on the contractor.

Although NYRA has several before and after photographs of unidentified
unpaved and/or broken road surfaces on file, there is no formal needs
analysis documenting the condition of the parking lot and roadways before
they were paved.  As a result, there is no assurance that this $1 million
project was even necessary.  In addition, the in-house cost estimates for the
original project (parking lot) totaled $700,000 or $220,000 more than the
actual project cost.  There is no detailed support for this in-house estimate
and it does not appear to be a useable benchmark for this project’s actual
cost.  

We also note that NYRA put out the bid solicitation for the re-paving job
without a request that the bids contain a price for a substance known as
“binder.”  Binder is a material essential to the type of resurfacing work to
be done at Belmont.  Although NYRA claimed the binder was included in
the bid, the documents provided to us did not include the cost of the
binder. In fact, Tully provided the binder and charged NYRA separately for
it.  The construction industry sources we contacted indicated that the cost
of the materials used in the job, including the binder, was within an
appropriate range.  However, NYRA should have included the binder’s cost
in its solicitation, since the inclusion of this factor could have influenced
both the choice of vendor and the ultimate cost of the contract.  

As previously indicated, the final cost of the contract was more than double
the original Tully bid.  While the work done was significantly more than
what was originally contracted for, construction industry sources told us that
it should have been possible for NYRA to negotiate a lower overall price
for the project because of the added basically volume of work.  Instead,
NYRA paid Tully to do the whole job at the same rate as had been bid to
do a much smaller job. 
 

In yet another case in which there was no project justification, NYRA paid
contractors over $100,000 to renovate Belmont Park’s 3,520 square foot
“Trustees Room,” also known as the “Belmont Room” (B13).  The Belmont
room is reportedly used to entertain horse owners and preferred customers,
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Response of NYRA
Officials 

as well as “Trustees” during major racing events.  It was recently renovated
to accommodate expanded use and to bring it up to current code and ADA
(physical handicap) requirements.  Renovations entailed carpet replacement,
painting, electrical work, carpentry, and a new double door.  As in the case
of asphalt paving, there is no documentation detailing the condition of these
facilities before the renovation was undertaken.  Assuming the facilities truly
needed to be renovated, there is still no documentation supporting the need
for NYRA to spend $7,600 for a cherry wood double door, and $28,000 to
purchase and install 378 square yards of carpeting at $74 per yard.  The
cost of the indoor handicap ramp that was installed was an unusually high
$40,000.  We also note that the in-house cost estimate of $75,000 for this
project is not supported in detail.  Again, either the cost estimate is
deficient or NYRA was significantly overcharged for this project.

In November 1996, NYRA instituted a series of enhanced procedures
regarding its purchasing, contract administration and vendor selection
operations.  These procedures provide formal guidance for the mechanics of
project approval (e.g., requests, budget comparisons), and awarding contracts
to vendors (e.g., bidding, sole source vendors), as well as vendor background
checks.  However, these enhanced procedures do not address the need to
document design specifications, cost estimates and project need.

According to NYRA’s Chairman, upon his arrival at NYRA in late 1994,
he found NYRA’s physical assets to be in a deteriorating state (e.g., parking
lot potholes, leaking barn roofs).  His concerns extended to customer
comfort, employee productivity and cost reduction.  Therefore, he believed
it was imperative to move forward quickly to protect, maintain and enhance
NYRA assets to comply with its legal mandate “to contribute to the
enhancement of the long term viability of . . . racing . . .”

NYRA’s Chairman takes exception to the conclusion regarding NYRA not
having prepared formal policies and procedures (guidelines) to govern its
capital project planning process.  He asserts that NYRA has meticulously
observed the requirements of Section 208(3) of the Racing Law, which
requires NYRA to submit a “Five-Year (Capital) Plan” to the Governor and
Legislature each year indicating the projects to be implemented and their
respective timetables.  He also stated that each NYRA project complies with
its obligations detailed in Section 258 of the Racing Law, requiring that
NYRA projects be designed to maintain the viability of New York’s
thoroughbred horse racing industry.

NYRA officials also offered various explanations for why some of the
sampled projects were needed.  For instance, they said Belmont’s glass
enclosure project was undertaken because chilly weather in the early spring
months created an uncomfortable environment for customers.  The
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installation of the “window/wall” would protect the spectators from the wind.
Regarding Belmont’s asphalt paving project, officials stated that the previous
condition  of the roads was costing NYRA business in terms of disgruntled
customers who disliked the decayed road surfaces.  The Chairman said that
when he did a site inspection, he directed that the re-paving be brought up
from the main road surfaces to various other structures, like the barns. The
goals were to create a uniform appearance and to ensure that the areas just
off the road were protected by new paving as well.  The Chairman also
stated that, since he wanted the job done before the opening of the racing
season in April, time was of the essence to him.  

Regarding the capital equipment items included in our chart (see page 10),
NYRA officials explained that the equipment used in the past was old and
had to be replaced to avoid additional breakdowns and costly repairs.
NYRA officials also told us that their in-house cost estimates are based on
either vendor quotations or their previous experience with similar projects.
However, facilities staff also told us that there was not enough time to
document formal planning efforts for some projects because they were given
a limited time-frame by senior NYRA officials for getting the work
completed (i.e., before opening day). 

We acknowledge NYRA’s compliance with the above noted sections of
the Racing Law. NYRA has consistently prepared and submitted its
annual “Five-Year Plan” which briefly describes their intended projects
and year(s) of implementation.  The general nature of each project in our
sample agrees with the specifications noted in the law.  However, the
issues presented in our report relate to projects on an individual basis:
that is, the detailed plans, including project design, cost and need, that
should exist for each project prior to its listing on the “Five-Year Plan.”
We found that no guidelines exist to govern this important process, which
should be the basis for the “Five-Year Plan.”  We also acknowledge that,
at times, unforeseen circumstances, such as health and safety issues or
emergency repairs, may require quick action by managers and require
them to follow emergency procedures. Although NYRA officials claimed
that some of these projects were emergencies, such as the collapsing
aluminum railing at Saratoga’s main track and the 129-year old electrical
wiring in Saratoga’s grandstand, there was no evidence to support these
assertions. 

In concluding his response to a preliminary draft of some of the above
findings, NYRA’s Chairman stated that he was proud of NYRA’s
achievements, in terms of the many capital enhancements to racetrack
facilities, made during his tenure.  Further, he welcomes our suggestions
and would be happy to have our assistance in modifying NYRA’s capital
project planning guidelines.
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Recommendation

2. Enhance the capital project planning guidelines to address the
importance  of, and appropriate methods to, document project need,
job specifications and prepare valid cost estimates.
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Review of Selected
Contracts

Contract Award Practices
NYRA employs facilities staff to perform routine maintenance tasks and
selected capital improvement projects.  When NYRA staff are unable to
perform specific projects, due to insufficient resources or lack of expertise,
NYRA contracts with outside vendors to perform the work.

Competitive bidding is a common purchasing tool used by both governmen t
and private concerns to secure necessary services and products from outsid e
vendors.  Competitive bidding calls for the purchaser to solicit bids on price
quotations and product/service specifications from several potential vendor-
contractors who, based on advertisements or past experience, are in a position
to supply the purchaser with the requested product/service.  The vendor-
contractors  are given a deadline for returning their bid and all bid proposals
should be opened at a prearranged date in public viewing to help ensure the
integrity of the process.

It is standard practice to award the contract to the bidder who offers the
product or service at the lowest price, assuming that bidder is capable of
delivering an acceptable level of quality according to the specifications.
Emergency situations may require a purchaser to deviate from competitive
bidding procedures.  However, the reasons for any deviation from standard
bidding procedures, and for the selection of a particular vendor-consultant,
should be documented to negate the appearance of awarding contracts to
favored vendors.

Unlike its CIF-financed capital projects, NYRA’s is not legally mandated to
solicit competitive bids for its self-financed capital projects.  However,
recognizing the benefits of such a system, NYRA officials have developed a
policy where all NYRA capital improvement contracts in excess of $10,000
are to be awarded via a process of competitive bidding where a minimum of
three potential contractors are solicited to submit bids on each project.  Fo r
contracts less than $10,000, NYRA staff are required to solicit at least three
vendor quotations over the telephone.
  

We reviewed NYRA’s compliance with its established policies and procedures
for awarding capital improvement contracts during the period January 1993 to
December 1996.  To accomplish these objectives, we interviewed NYRA
officials, and reviewed a judgmental sample of 29 contract files totaling more
than $3.7 million.  The sampled contracts were selected from the 18 capital
improvement projects previously selected.  We also contacted selected vendors
to confirm NYRA assertions regarding these contracts. 

The chart exhibited on the following page lists the contracts selected for
review.
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# Project # Purchase Award Amount Competitive Sole (2) Contractor Recommended
Order # Bidding Applied Source Vendor by In-House Personnel

1 B09 078986 $968,000 Yes No No

2 (1) 072580 $1,001,071 Yes No Yes

3 506 056539 $2,464 Yes No No

4 506 055917 $86,535 Yes No No

5 506 055913 $105,974 Yes No No

6 A02 075044 $288,715 Yes No Yes

7 A22 076148 $68,739 Yes No No

8 A22 076327 $41,834 Yes No No

9 A15 079085 $5,476 Yes No No

10 A15 076723 $21,479 Yes No No

11 277 064841 $107,435 No No Yes

12 B02 075254 $150,000 No No Yes

13 B05 076149 $79,600 Yes No No

14 473 053898 $3,040 Yes No No

15 473 033911 $23,584 No Yes No

16 473 050714 $14,973 No Yes No

17 520 065817 $2,170 Yes No No

18 520 66850 $47,000 Yes No No

19 S02 075478 $172,704 No Yes No

20 S05 076032 $31,950 No No No

21 S05 077197 $203,250 No No No

22 S08 080083 $27,975 Yes No No

23 S08 079467 $42,803 Yes No No

24 S12 77674 $5,501 Yes No No

25 A23 078056 $38,939 No No Yes

26 B13 079056 $28,874 Yes No No

27 B13 079208 $55,300 Yes No Yes

28 B13 079389 $20,380 Yes No No

29 (1) 076399 $7,602 No (Quotes) No Yes

Total $3,653,367 9 No 3 Yes 7 Yes

 (1) No project number assigned.

 (2) Per NYRA’s purchasing unit.
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Bidder Selection
Process

As illustrated in the preceding chart, NYRA officials do not always comply
with their own established competitive bidding procedures.  In fact, 9 of the
29 contracts (also referred to as “purchase orders”) reviewed, totaling
$750,437,  were not awarded using competitive bidding, although required
by NYRA policy.

For three of these contracts, two relating to upgrading selected electrical
systems ($38,500) and one relating to Saratoga’s main track aluminum
railing ($173,000), NYRA officials claim that the selected contractors were
the only ones capable of supplying NYRA with the requested commodity or
service (sole source vendors).  However, NYRA did not show us any
evidence that they even investigated to determine how many potential
vendors exist who might be able to supply NYRA with these products.

Another two of the nine contracts where bids were not solicited, (totaling,
$235,000),  were awarded to an electrical consulting firm and a closely-
related company (same proprietor) to do the actual work recommended by
the consultant.  There is no justification in the files evidencing the reason
for NYRA selecting either of these vendors.

There was also no valid justification for circumventing competitive bidding
procedures for the remaining four contracts ($304,000).  Two of the four
selected vendors were recommended by NYRA’s facility personnel.  The
third of these contractors, regarding NYRA’s print shop renovations, was
secured directly due to reported “time constraints.”  However, the
renovations to the print shop were never completed and the project was
eventually discontinued.

Lastly, the purchase of a $7,600 door for the Belmont “Trustees Room”
required NYRA staff to obtain three telephone quotes prior to purchase.
However, none were obtained.

We also found that, even where competitive bidding was employed,
questionable circumstances surround NYRA’s bidder selection process.  The
most significant example of questionable vendor selection practices is best
illustrated in Belmont’s glass enclosure project awarded to AVM Construc-
tion Services, Inc. 

On or about January 11, 1996, NYRA’s purchasing department sent out bid
packages to five prospective bidders.  The solicited bidders were: Accurate
Storefronts, Elmont Glass, ASF Glass, Franklin Glass and AVM Construction
Services, Inc.

Accurate Storefronts was added to the list of solicited bidders by Mr. Olin
who stated he had seen some of their work and had liked it. The other
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vendors who were solicited were included on a list maintained by Mary
Jean Coscia, the head of NYRA’s purchasing unit.

Another firm, Active Glass, who submitted a bid on a previous glass
enclosure project at Belmont Park Racetrack, was not on the list of solicited
bidders for this job, despite its expertise as glaziers and familiarity with the
Belmont  Racetrack. Ms. Coscia could not explain why Active Glass was
excluded from the list of solicited bidders, while AVM Construction
Services, a general contractor, was included.  We found that this was only
one of a number of acts that benefitted AVM in obtaining this particular
contract.
 
According to NYRA officials, a "walk-through" of the prospective project
site is available to any vendor who receives a bid solicitation. A walk-
through is a site visit by the prospective bidder accompanied by a NYRA
representative  familiar with the job specifications.  Its purpose is to better
enable the bidder to make a fair bid by providing an opportunity to make
a first-hand review of the peculiarities of the proposed job. AVM had its
walk-through with John Olin. Elmont Glass had its walk-through with Frank
Tipaldo. 

Frank Tipaldo recalls that Mr. Olin had asked him to also show the job site
to a representative of Price Acoustics, of Suffolk County, N.Y., on January
22, 1996.  Mr. Olin indicated that Price Acoustics would be submitting a
bid, implying that Price Acoustics had received a written solicitation to
submit a bid to NYRA.  However, from our review of NYRA records and
interviews with NYRA employees, we found no indication that Price
Acoustics was formally solicited. As job site visits are supposedly provided
to solicited bidders only, it is irregular that Price Acoustics representative
would be granted such a visit if the contractor was not, in fact, a solicited
bidder.  (We note that in response to our draft report, NYRA’s Chairman
asserts that neither Mr. Olin nor NYRA’s purchasing agent recognizes this
firm.)

Since surfaces in the rest of the grandstand were a particular dark green
color (patina). Mr. Tipaldo had included the need to use this color in the
NYRA bid specifications.  Green doors cost more than those made of
uncolored aluminum. There is also a delay involved in making such parts.
However, Mr. Tipaldo requested that bidders submit color samples so he
could ensure the finished “window/wall” would maintain continuity with the
esthetics of the pre-existing structure. 

During the AVM walk-through, Mr. Olin reports that they discussed the
subject of the color of the aluminum doors and other exposed metal parts.
However, Mr. Olin reportedly told AVM to ignore the specifications for
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green surfaces.  On the other hand, during his walk-through with Elmont
Glass, Mr. Tipaldo adhered to the published specifications that all the other
bidders were compelled to meet.  Mr. Tipaldo said that he was unaware that
Mr. Olin had relaxed the bid specifications for AVM.
 
According to Ms. Coscia, the bids were returned to NYRA in a sealed
condition.  She stated that they were opened on January 29, 1996 in front
of her and Alex Ingle, NYRA’s chief financial officer. Only Elmont Glass
and AVM actually submitted bids. The three other contractors who had been
solicited declined to bid. Elmont Glass, based on its walk-through with Mr.
Tipaldo, sent in a bid reflecting their price including the green parts.  AVM
had the lowest bid at $968,000, which was based on a price without the
green parts.

Elmont officials claim that the additional cost for the colored parts made its
bid at least $50,000 higher than AVM's bid, and that Mr. Olin's actions
were tantamount to providing insider information to AVM. Subtracting the
$50,000  from Elmont's proposal would make its bid the lower of the two
bids submitted at $946,300.  Mr. Olin’s change of the bid specifications
was an act of apparent favoritism which allowed AVM to win this contract.

Further, according to Mr. Tipaldo, it is a routine industry practice to make
sure that the lowest bid is a responsible bid, and that it meets all of the
requirements  of the specifications.  However, once it was determined that
AVM had submitted the lowest bid price, NYRA did not perform an
independent  check to ensure the winning bid conformed to the related
specifications.  In responding to our draft report NYRA’s Chairman
challenges our conclusion that the relaxed specifications afforded AVM,
demonstrate favoritism.

While the Elmont Glass bid contained a specific proposal agreeing to
provide all materials required by NYRA’s specifications, AVM's bid
provided no additional documentation beyond the implicit agreement based
on a boilerplate provision to meet the specifications contained on the face
of NYRA’s "Request for Quotation" form. 

Certain "Supplemental Conditions" were made a part of the Belmont glass
enclosure project. Paragraph #1 of these Supplemental Conditions, which
were sent to each solicited bidder, states the following:

“BIDDER covenants that he is engaged in
the business of window fabrication and
installation...”
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While it is apparent that Elmont Glass met this supplemental condition, our
investigation found that AVM, which reportedly has been doing business
with NYRA since the early 1980s, was not engaged in the business of
window fabrication and installation, or the installation of glass enclosures of
the size proposed by NYRA. Thus, as a result of Andre Mormile, one of
AVM's principals, having signed the Request for Quotation on behalf of
AVM, AVM was not in conformity with the supplemental conditions of the
bid.  However, not meeting NYRA's self-imposed special condition did not
prevent AVM from being awarded the contract. 

According to John Olin and Mary Jean Coscia, the solicitation language
requiring expertise in a particular field was considered to be mere
"boilerplate," and it was disregarded when it came to awarding the contract
to AVM.  While NYRA has a long history of dealing with AVM for
smaller construction projects, it had never previously used AVM as a glass
contractor, or for a contract of this size.  NYRA officials obviously knew,
or should have known, that AVM had no glazing expertise and, accordingly,
could not meet its supplemental condition.  Therefore, it appears that NYRA
officials had no intention of precluding AVM from the bid even though
AVM did not conform to the special condition. 

It was also discovered that when AVM submitted its bid, it was no longer
a legally viable corporation in New York. "AVM Construction Corp." was
dissolved on September 27, 1995. "AVM Construction Services, Inc." was
not formed legally until February 5, 1996, four days after the Belmont Glass
Enclosure contract with NYRA was signed.  But NYRA also overlooked this
irregularity.  In accepting the bid from AVM Construction Corp. on January
31, 1996, and in signing a contract with the same entity on February 1,
1996, NYRA entered into contract with a company that did not legally
exist. While we express no opinion on the legally binding nature of such a
contract, we believe that entering into a contract with such a company is,
at the very least, an example of shoddy business practices. 

During the course of our investigation, Martin L. Lieberman, NYRA’s Vice
President, Secretary and General Counsel, provided a representative of the
Attorney General with a letter, dated September 4, 1996, from the
Thoroughbred Racing Protection Bureau (TRPB), an industry-based agency
located in Elkton, Maryland. In the letter, addressed to Lieberman, Paul
Berube, President of TRPB, describes the principals of AVM Construction
Services as “close associates of organized crime figures with Andre having
the closer ties and connections.” Mr. Berube goes on to state that “Andre,
and to a lesser degree, Vincent, were described as ready and willing to do
the bidding of organized crime at any time.”  
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Other Contract
Award Practices

The exercise of NYRA’s state-granted privilege to conduct racing and
wagering is guided by the statutory command to act “in the best interest of
racing.”  It follows that NYRA must, at a minimum, exercise due diligence
in knowing the background of its contractors, vendors and employees to the
degree such information is available or lawfully discoverable.  Hiring
vendors or contractors who may jeopardize the integrity of racing or perform
substandard work is a practice not in the best interest of racing and thus is
to be avoided by NYRA.  While there is no present indication that either
Andre or Vincent Mormile have ever been charged with or convicted of a
crime, the letter form TRPB raises serious issues about AVM’s background
and about which NYRA claimed ignorance.  Minimal investigation into the
background of AVM, using only the facilities of TRPB, would have
divulged this information prior to the bidding process and given NYRA an
opportunity to objectively re-consider whether AVM was an appropriate
bidder.  Such minimal investigation would also insulate NYRA from claims
of “willful blindness” to allegations about AVM’s background that were
already being made in the CIF report during the summer of 1996.

While background checks would likely reveal nothing out of the ordinary
for most vendors and contractors, the performance of such checks is the
minimum acceptable level of due diligence.  NYRA’s failure to perform
such checks jeopardizes the best interests of racing.

Another questionable contract award relates to Belmont’s asphalt paving
project awarded to Tully Construction. The bids for the re-paving contract
were received by NYRA on different dates and in an open, unsealed
condition via facsimile machine. As noted above, one of the reasons for
soliciting sealed bids is to encourage bidders to make the fairest offer they
can for the price of the work to be done. This is achieved only when a
bidder offers a price without knowing what the other bids may be. This
process encourages each bidder to submit the lowest possible price. When
the bids are submitted on different days and in an open condition, the
secrecy necessary for a fair bid process is eliminated and the fairness of the
bidding process is open to question. 

The evidence also calls into question the propriety of NYRA’s acceptance
of a bid of $480,000 for a job that NYRA's in-house staff estimated would
cost $700,000.  If NYRA officials thought the job worth $700,000, there
are at least two conclusions that can be drawn: either NYRA was
irresponsible for accepting a $480,000 bid when there was evidence the job
could not have been performed at that price; or NYRA staff do not have
the ability to accurately estimate project costs.

Other examples of questionable contract awards included contracts 075044
(Aqueduct main roof) and 056539 (simulcast related), in which the winning
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Response of NYRA
Officials

contractors were not the low bidders.  According to NYRA officials,
contract 075044 was awarded to a contractor who already performed work
for NYRA and NYRA officials were happy with their performance.  For
contract 056539, NYRA procurement staff informed us that they had made
a mistake: they had erroneously included the sales tax on the low bidder’s
price quotation which was not included on the other bidders’ price
quotations.   However, we noted that the vendor who was awarded the
contract was already on NYRA premises working on another contract for the
same project.

Lastly, 7 of the 29 vendors awarded contracts were recommended by a
NYRA official prior to receiving the actual contract award.  In fact, in four
of these seven cases, (contracts 064841, 075254, 078056 and 076399),
NYRA did not solicit bids from any other potential vendors. 

In response to our preliminary findings, NYRA officials contended that it
makes good business sense for in-house personnel to recommend suppliers
of goods and services.  The also reiterate that they maintain a lengthy,
constantly upgraded, list of vendors by category of work/service.  They state
further that competitive bidding was employed in all instances noted above,
except where there was written explanation for not bidding.  NYRA’s
Chairman asserts that in May 1997, in response to our preliminary findings,
he provided a business reason for each noted “variance”, and that for us to
continue to disregard his factual responses to these “alleged” variances
appears to be selective reporting of the facts.  We note that the information
provided by the Chairman is identical to that obtained during our field
work, which was a mere reiteration of whether the contract was put to bid
or whether the low bidder was awarded the contract. No documentation or
justification  for deviating from required bidding procedures was supplied.
Nevertheless, the Chairman asserts that the newly improved competitive
bidding and vendor selection procedures, developed in November 1996, are
currently being applied.  The Chairman also notes that NYRA currently
employs an investigative services company to perform background checks on
the principals of contractors or vendors competing for NYRA contracts
having an annual value of more than $50,000.  He also believes that CIF
should have conveyed its concerns about AVM to NYRA immediately.

We agree that NYRA officials should avail themselves of the experience
and expertise their in-house personnel may have to offer.  However, doing
this would still require more than simply obtaining a recommendation about
which vendor to use for a particular project.  The in-house personnel should
make a case for or against a particular vendor based on supportable facts.
Nevertheless, this expertise should be used to enhance, not to interfere with
the competitive bidding process.  NYRA should draw upon in-house advice
when making the decision about which vendors to solicit in the first place.
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It is presumed that any vendors from whom NYRA solicits bids are qualified
to deliver the requested product or service.  As noted above, however, we
believe that NYRA officials do not comply with their own competitive
bidding procedures in all applicable cases.  NYRA’s hiring of an investiga-
tive services company to perform background checks of contractor principals,
is a step in the right direction.  We anticipate that NYRA will follow its
consultant’s  recommendation and provide objective credible reasons for
noncompliance.

Considering the procedural and control deficiencies noted above, as well as
the questionable circumstances in which the contracts were awarded, it is
imperative that NYRA examine its contract award process.  NYRA should
take steps to strengthen controls over the awarding of contracts to outside
consultants and to prevent the appearance of a noncompetitive environment
where certain vendors receive preferential treatment.

Recommendations

3. Ensure procurement staff comply with established competitive
bidding procedures.

4. Document the justification and approvals for any deviations fro m
competitive bidding when awarding contracts.
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Advance Payments

Project Monitoring
The reasons for monitoring project progress include: to help ensure that
projects are completed within the agreed upon time frames; to ensure that
the contractor’s work is performed in compliance with contract specifica-
tions; and to ensure that interim payments to contractors are supported by
the corresponding stage of project completion.  

For CIF-financed projects, CIF is legally mandated to establish procedures
and guidelines to monitor NYRA’s project implementation.  According to
NYRA officials, they have adopted a similar policy, although unwritten, to
monitor their self-financed capital projects. Since there is no documentation
of NYRA’s internal monitoring, or CIF monitoring, we have no assurance
that NYRA’s capital projects are periodically monitored while they are in
progress.

We believe that inadequate project monitoring has resulted in NYRA’s
making interim payments to at least one contractor (AVM) that are not
supported by the project’s stage of completion at the time of payment.  In
fact, these payments amounted to advances to AVM.  Since the other
projects in our sample were substantially completed prior to our physical
observation, we were unable to assess the appropriateness of interim
payments made to the respective contractors.  

AVM received three advance payments for the Belmont glass enclosure
contract, which, as of this writing, remains uncompleted.  Making advance
payments to a construction contractor is an unusual practice for NYRA.  We
believe it represents an exception that was made for AVM's benefit.  By the
time NYRA had made the third, and last, advance payment, it had paid
AVM over half the total contract price.  In other words, it had pre-paid the
contractor $522,600 on a $968,000 contract.

NYRA's treatment of AVM can be appreciated more fully when it is
compared to NYRA’s treatment of a potential bidder in another contract
about which CIF raised allegations. Video Projects, Inc., a corporation that
had provided televised racing services to NYRA, lost a bid to retain its
contract. The winning bidder was a contractor known as Teleview.  NYRA’s
Chairman indicated that a third bidder, Charleston Group of Cincinnati, had
an even "better bid" than Teleview's but that Charleston needed a letter of
credit from NYRA up front in order to do the work. The Chairman stated
that NYRA did not want to advance the credit to Charleston because it
could not afford to do so. The Chairman’s representation of NYRA’s
policies and financial position appear to be contradicted by NYRA's
willingness to provide not just a letter of credit, but significant advance
payments to AVM.  
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Despite evidence to the contrary, NYRA officials claimed that it was not
unusual to make advance payments to contractors.  They supplied documents
which they say showed a number of contracts over the last ten years in
which money was advanced for custom-made goods. Upon closer examina-
tion, the contracts which NYRA claimed showed other occasions of advance
payments  were, in fact, instances in which prepayments were made for
promotional items (such as tote bags, hats and/or T-shirts), and not for
construction contracts.  Therefore, NYRA cannot support its claim that it is
routine practice to advance such large sums to a contractor. Thus, giving the
money to AVM up front was clearly a deviation from usual NYRA policy,
and one that greatly benefited AVM. 

AVM was given the sum of $322,000, or one third of the contract price,
on February 16, 1996, allegedly to cover materials, costs and custom-made
doors. However, Mr. Olin had eliminated approximately $50,000 worth of
custom parts when he canceled the green door requirement before the AVM
bid was even accepted. Neither Mr. Olin, nor anyone else at NYRA, raised
the issue of the canceled green materials before advancing AVM the money.

A second advance check of $100,000 was issued to AVM on April 12,
1996, allegedly to cover subcontractor costs and materials. However,
subcontractor Mr. Tara claims to have received a total of only $150,000
from AVM, in respective payments of $100,000 and $50,000. By the time
the second NYRA check was given to AVM, a total of $422,000 had been
advanced. Subtracting Mr. Tara's $150,000 from this total leaves $272,000
which was alleged to be necessary for parts, materials and labor. 

The third advance check, in the amount of $100,000, was made to AVM
in July, 1996. NYRA made these advance payments without being given
any invoices for materials ordered or received, or any other documentation
from AVM to justify the advances. The third payment was made after
NYRA officials became aware of the allegations CIF had made regarding
AVM's ties to organized crime, as discussed previously.

The $322,000 payment was part of the contract between AVM and NYRA.
Since NYRA’s intention to make advance payments to the winning
contractor were not included in the bid solicitation, Elmont Glass could not
have expected that such advance payments would be made. It is reasonable
to assume that any bidder's determination of whether and how much to bid
for a job would include a calculation of whether NYRA would provide
start-up funding of this magnitude. It is conceivable that the three vendors
who declined to submit a bid for this project would have reacted differently
had they known that NYRA would provide this kind of up-front financing.
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Response of NYRA
Officials 

NYRA’s response to our preliminary findings indicates that NYRA officials
misunderstood the justification we had used for our concluding “we have no
assurance that ... projects are periodically monitored while in progress.”
While they believed we reached this conclusion because of NYRA’s absence
of written guidelines, we actually reached this conclusion based on the fact
that facilities staff do not document their on-site visits.

NYRA’s Chairman explained further that, for their large (capital) projects,
NYRA engages outside engineering and architectural consultants to “spec
out” the project.  The consultants are then responsible for monitoring project
progress through completion.  The Chairman also stated that contractor
performance is monitored daily by (NYRA) management, both by visual
inspection and by checking for adherence to contract terms.  He cites 296
CIF-approved  capitial projects, valued at $49 million, that have been
successfully completed at Aqueduct and Belmont since 1983-without a single
instance of noted discrepancy by CIF.  He further claims that most of
NYRA’s contracts provide for retention of up to 20 percent of the contract
amount until the project is completed to the satisfaction of NYRA staff.

We reiterate that we were not provided any documentation of such
monitoring  activities, whether performed by NYRA staff or by outside
consultants, for the projects in our sample.  Neither are we in a position to
comment on any visual monitoring techniques that may have been employed
by NYRA officials.  Further, we agree that all sampled projects except for
the Belmont “window/wall” and the replacement of several barn doors, were
completed at the time of our observation and did not appear to exhibit any
major construction flaws.  However, since all of the sampled projects were
completed  relatively recently, it would be premature to assess their ability
to endure normal wear and tear.  Further, based on the conditions of the
physical plant described by the Chairman upon his appointment, it appears
that prior facility upkeep activities were quite deficient.  It is our position
that interim project monitoring would help NYRA officials ensure that the
agreed upon materials and labor are used for the contracted projects, and
help them avoid making premature payments to contractors.

Lastly, NYRA’s Chairman takes exception to our using the Belmont glass
enclosure project as a recurring example of NYRA’s capital program
deficiencies.  He assumes that all parties, including the reviewers, know that
this project requires more than $300,000 in custom materials alone.  He
states further, that at the time of the project suspension, virtually all of the
necessary materials had been secured or were on order, and that costs for
the internal partition wall, which was part of the project, approximated
$125,000.  The Chairman also estimates contractor overhead for this project
at about $50,000.  He, therefore, concludes that approximately $475,000
worth of goods and services have been delivered to NYRA to date.  He
believe it is patently unfair of us to take a “snapshot,” and then use this
project as an example of improper project monitoring.
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Contract Revisions

We note that NYRA provided no support for the above assertions or figures,
and that their accuracy cannot be confirmed.  More importantly, the absence
of supporting materials and labor cost documentation causes us to question
how NYRA officials draw such conclusions.

Due to unforseen circumstances, contractors may encounter roadblocks to the
smooth completion of their contracted project.  For example, it might be
discovered that the specified materials or drawings for a particular project
need to be revised or modified after a project has begun.  Usually,
comprehensive  project planning would minimize these types of changes.
Contractor requests for revisions to the original contracted work can increase
the original contract dollar award, and therefore, need to be reviewed and
approved by NYRA staff to ensure that the additional work requested is
truly necessary and should not have already been considered by the
contractor in his/her bid submission.
  
Our audit found that change orders were approved by NYRA officials for
5 of the 18 projects selected for review.

# Project Description P.O. #
Original Revisions/

Contract Amount Change Order

277 Intercom Systems 64841 $89,231.95 $18,203.00

* Asphalt/Belmont 72589 $480,000.00 $521,071.00

S12 Barn Rehabilitation 77689 $2,343.70 $1,750.00

S08 Bathrooms Renovation 79749 $61,202.00 $41,900.00

B02 Wash Pad 79254 $125,000.00 $25,000.00

 * No Project number assigned.

As illustrated in the above chart, the original contract amounts were
increased by anywhere from 20 to more than 100 percent.  None of the
above noted change orders are supported by sufficient written documentation
regarding the need for the revision nor how the requested additional work
affects the contractor’s ability to complete the original project.

Instead, new purchase orders approved by NYRA’s senior management were
prepared noting the additional work to be performed.  In fact, it appears
that the charge orders were initiated by NYRA, and not the contractors.

For example, in the case Belmont’s asphalt paving project, the project scope
was more than doubled at the Chairman’s request without written justifica-
tion.  Likewise, in the case of the Saratoga bathroom renovations, the
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Response of NYRA
Officials

contractor was originally requested to supply and install 90 toilet compart-
ments.  Upon reported inspection, NYRA’s Chairman requested that the
contractor supply and install an additional 50 toilet compartments as well
as various other bathroom upgrades, nearly doubling the original contract
cost.  In both cases, the contractors were paid the same labor and material
rates agreed to in the original contracts.  No apparent efforts were made by
NYRA to secure the additional work at a discounted price based on
increased volume.  More importantly, there is no documentation that the
additional  work was necessary for the completion of the original projects,
nor explanation as to why the additional work was not considered in the
project planning phase.

NYRA officials explained that the additional work in each case was, in fact,
necessary, and it was logical to use the on-site contractors to perform the
work at the previously agreed-to prices for labor and materials.  For
example, John Olin stated that prior to the Tully contract, the private roads
around Belmont Park Racetrack were in serious disrepair. Constant patching
of the pavement was required, snow removal was difficult and drainage was
a severe problem. Mr. Olin claimed that the resurfacing will actually pay
for itself in several years in terms of saved patching costs and easier, more
efficient snow removal. He also stated that there were unique terms to the
contract making it unlike any other resurfacing job. 

Mr. Olin also cited NYRA’s "late start" provisions for capital projects at
Belmont. "Late start" refers to the specification that no noisy work could
begin before 10:00 a.m. in consideration of the horses working out or being
boarded at Belmont Park. "Late start" provisions, however, do not justify the
expansion of the Tully contract. 

NYRA officials also state that in each of the five examples cited, the scope
of the project was expanded because the perceived need was matched by the
availability of additional internally-generated cash flow to support the
expenditure; and there was an immediacy to completing these projects before
the next race meet.  NYRA’s Chairman notes further that, although some
of our recommendations have served to enhance NYRA procedures,
recommending NYRA develop and follow written guidelines for every aspect
of a capital project is impractical and unnecessary.

We agree with NYRA officials that using on-site contractors for necessary
revisions to on-going capital projects is logical when the additional work is
necessary and unforeseen in the planning phase.  However, the examples of
the additional work included herein appear to be items which should have
been addressed in the planning phase, subject to competitive bidding, and
unrelated to the completion of the original contracted work.
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We recommend that NYRA officials revisit their position on the need for
formalized procedures to govern all significant aspects of its capital program
operations.  The lack of such procedures will most likely prevent NYRA
from correcting the deficiencies noted above, as there will be no assurance
that projects are monitored in a consistent manner nor contractors paid in
proportion to the work performed.

Recommendations

5. Prepare formal written guidelines for monitoring the progress of
capital projects and contractor compliance with contract terms.

6. Require facilities personnel to document their compliance with these
guidelines.

7. Require contractors and/or NYRA staff to prepare formal chang e
orders when they are requesting additional work to be performed .
Ensure that, before approving such changes, the requested work i s
necessary to complete the original contracted project and is not
already addressed in the original contract specifications.

8. Solicit bid proposals for major projects that are unrelated to
previously approved contracted work.
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